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ABOUT US
           Founded in 2012, STRATEGIC BUILDERS provides general 
      engineering contracting, architectural and construction 
    management services to a broad range of individual,  govt, NGOs
and commercial clients.

   We have been providing our clients with INGENIOUS, 
       RELIABLE AND COST-EFFECTIVE SOLUTIONS on some 
           of their most challenging construction projects to-date

OUR CORE PURPOSE

Hustle free  & lasting solutions through innovation

OUR CORE VALUES

Professionalism and 
integrity are core 
values to us
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To deliver value
though new

and improved ways

We pledge and devote
to get the job done. We produce magical lasting

experiences for clients
and team

We are friendly
to our environment

We seek to understand
before being understood

We party after hustle
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Construction using
Innovative  building 
technologies
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Architectural design

General Contracting 

Building consultancy
/Advisory & Project 
management

Remodeling and 
renovation/Home 
improvement 

•   To implement, continually improve, automation and achieve certification to the 
Quality Management System compliant with ISO 9001:2015 by 2020
•   To provide innovative, customized, a�ordable & ecofriendly building solutions. 
•   To retain, improve skills and competencies of management and sta� through 
biannual trainings; 
•   To continually identify and invest in cost e�icient plant and technology for 
production processes of building materials through the biennial plant and 
technology review; 
•   To partner with other innovators and credible suppliers of quality construction 
products services; 
•   To identify and comply with customer, statutory and regulatory requirements 
that are related to quality through annual reviews.
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QUALITY OBJECTIVES

WHAT 
WE DO
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In keeping to our mandate (ingenious, reliable 
and cost e�ective solutions), FinnBUILDER is one 
of our innovative building technologies.
FinnBUILDER is the SMARTEST WAY TO BUILD. 
Why?
It is more cost e�ective compared to an ordinary 
brick and a solid block. It is double the strength 
and you can build twice as fast, thereby helping 
developers on any building project to contain 
building costs ensuring substantial cost savings 
           while maintaining high quality standards.

COST EFFECTIVE: 
It is over  25% cheaper than building 
with ordinary bricks and solid blocks

FASTER TO BUILD:
Finn BUILDER is twice faster compared 
   to building with ordinary bricks and 
      blocks

EXTRA STRENGTH: 
The cement composition and continuous 
    bonding without mortar in the block 
        joints increases the structural integrity 
            of housing units. 

SMART WAY TO BUILD:  
Unlike building with ordinary bricks/solid blocks, 
  there is no need for wall hacking to embed 
    conduits and pipes (M&E). With FinnBUILDER 
         the conduits & pipes are embedded into 
              the wall on the go

FINN BUILDER 
TECHNOLOGY
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KEY ADVANTAGES OF USING 
FinnBUILDER TECHNOLOGY
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PERIMETER WALLS 
constructed using 
Finn Builder 
Technology

Finn builder technology 
can construct both storeyed 
and non storeyed buildings

FINN BUILDER 
TECHNOLOGY
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CURVED  WALLS
constructed using 
Finn Builder 
technology

WATER 
RESERVOIR 
TANKS 
constructed using 
Finn Builder 
technology

Used for fish ponds, animal water reservoirs, lagoons
 and any other agricultural purposes.
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It reduces the overall slab construction cost by nearly 35%. HOW?

H
ighly econom

ical as com
pared w

ith 
conventional slab system

Load bearing. It can take up 
higher amount of dead and live 
load without compromising 
the structural integrity.

Aesthetically attractive, gives a grand 
appeal to the so�it of the 
structure, gives good sound insulation.

No need for traditional plastering  on the underside hence 
reduces material and labor costs. Less concrete used in the 
ribs , Less steel bars, no 
need for slab beams and Less form work 
(props and timber) needed.

Shorter construction time 
compared to traditional 
slabs. Tim

e is m
oney

W
a�les have been know

n to be
m

ore econom
ical and are used 

in long spans

Used for sound proofing

    WAFFLE SLAB TECHNOLOGY
This is a concrete slab made of Pre-cast 
wa�le units and reinforced ribs running 
in two direction (two way slab).

                        Compared to the 
                    traditional solid slab,
                wa�les o�er additional
            strength due to their 
        arched shape thus reducing 
    the need for excess steel 
         renforcement. 
        Wa�les are aesthetically 
        appealing. 

Strategic Builders
You Dream it! We build it!

 THE OTHER INNOVATIVE SLAB TECHNOLOGIES WE USE
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curved WAFFLE SLAB
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Also known as a voided slab, hollow core
plank, a hollow-core slab is a prestressed,
precast  concrete slab
typically used in construction of floors in 
multi-story buildingsHOLLOW-CORE SLAB
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Speed in erection:
They can be installed quickly and safely on site in variable weather conditions.

Lower material usage:
They allow for shallower elements, reducing the amount of steel and concrete needed

Long spans
They are lighter in weight due to the cores on voids that run through their length and 
are prestressed with steel wire and /or stand of upto 20m are perfectly feasible.

Structural e�iciency
Hollow core o�ers a versatile solution in steel, masonry and concrete structures. 
Wide, column-free interiors give more flexibility in building design and usage.

Sustainable
Hollow core is an extremely durable construction product, o�ering an exceptional 
lifespan through resistance to corrosion and cracking.

Quality
Prestressed hollow core requires the use of high-quality raw materials, such as high 
strength concrete, and low relaxation steel wire/ stand.

Light weight.
Hollow core can be upto 50% or more in terms of void/ solid ratio which means that 
corresponding supports and elements within the structure can also be lighter in weight.

Fire resistance
Hollow floors meet all acceptable standards and design requirements for fire 
resistance within a building.

Sound Insulation
When compared to solid units, prestressed hollow-core can provide superior sound 
insulation, an important consideration when used in residential buildings.

Services
The cores/ voids found in hollow-core slabs provide natural ducts for services such 
as electrical cables and plumbing.

Thermal e�iciency
Hollow-core slabs o�er excellent thermal characteristics, helping to reduce energy 
consumption used in the heating and cooling of structures.

ADVANTAGES OF HOLLOW-CORE SLAB
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SOME OF OUR 
PROJECTS
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MAGERE RESIDENT We make your 
construction journey a 
sweet dream. 
We take care of the 
stress for you.
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KASENYI RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSE
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We have walked 
treacherous journeys 
with others, we will do 
the same with you.
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KIRA SCHOOL
PROJECT

Strategic Builders
You Dream it! We build it!

We tailor your dream 
structure. We take time to 
get it right. Your dream 
and our expertise together 
create a beautiful 
living space.  
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KIRA SCHOOL
PROJECT
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NAMUGONGO
PROJECT

Strategic Builders
You Dream it! We build it!

‘Lets walk the construction 
walk together, see the 
construction world 
through our eyes and 
be the judge.’
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KULAMBIRO 
PROJECT

We are committed to 
making your dream come 
true and work smart to 
build trust so you can feel 
safe every step of the way 
on your construction 
journey 
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MITYANA COUNTRY 
HOME

To find out why we used 
bricks for this project, 
findout more on our 
website 
www.strategicbuilderug.com

For this project we dared to use our on-site made bricks. To find out more visit our website.
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MUYENGA 
Air B n B
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‘THE ROAD TO SUCCESS 
IS ALWAYS UNDER 
CONSTRUCTION’ 
-Lily Tomlin.
But we make it easier and 
better with innovative 
construction. 
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MBALWA APARTMENT 
BLOCK

There are no SHORT-CUTS 
in construction, 
you can only save by using
 proven innovative 
building technology.
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NALUMUNYE  
RESIDENCE
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We believe in changing 
the status quo and making 
lives better with a unique 
focus on ecofriendly 
housing, quality, time and 
cost effective construction 
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SEGUKU RESIDENTIAL  
PROJECT

We are fully licensed and 
regulated so you can 
build with us with 
confidence
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UPCOMING PROJECTS
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We give free building
advisory services. 
Contact us for more 
information
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UPCOMING Eco-Lodges
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We build Eco-lodges 
using stabilised Earth 
Finn Builder wall
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UPCOMING PROJECTS
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‘Don’t be too small for 
your imagination!,you 
can only be too expensive
 for yourself’!
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BUDGET HOUSES
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3 bedroomed houses, 
contact us on the cost and 
financing for these 
projects.
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info@strategicbuildersug.comMukwano mall, 
shop U/G-88StrategicBuildersUG

Located at: Rashid Khamis Road, Mukwano Mall UG. 88.

WAKISO RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSE

Construction is full of so 
many challenges such 
as financial, technical, 
weather, integrity/ trust. 
All the above are a recipe 
for a treacherous 
construction journey. 
Let’s walk you through 
this journey.
We have successfully 
journeyed these 
treacheous routes 
multiple times. 
Strategic builders at 
your services.
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